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01 IDEA
The new philosophy of building Clever Frame® stands

Because the world doesn’t just end on 

straight lines and right angles we boldly 

step into the area of soft, organic lines. 

From now on Clever Frame® gives you tens 

and hundreds of new, so far impossible, 

opportunities. With our new, special 

curved frame your set of frames will 

receive a completely new character.

The frame with semicircular shape allows 

for many new arrangements of your stand. 

Thanks to it you can abandon corner 

profiles and adjust your stand to the 

available space in an even better way. See 

for yourself how much can be done with 

such a small change.

The way to use and connect the curved 

frame is exactly the same as with all other 

frames in our system.

02 STRUCTURE
Take advantage of a new range of possibilities



03 POSSIBILITIES
Be inspired by the new aesthetic of Clever Frame®
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05 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

The curved frame is manufactured in two 

sizes: R1 - height 100 cm - to fit D1/C1 frames 

and R2 - height 125 cm - to fit D2 frames. The 

internal radius is constant - 50 cm.
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‘Finding a tasteful and durable solution 

was very important for us. We use 

CleverFrame® at many events. I can 

confirm that the system generates 

considerable savings allowing us to avoid 

unnecessary costs of disposable stands.’

‘Modular system for creating exhibition 

and promotional stands offered by Clever 

Frame® is a great solution. In addition 

- what in the case of luxury goods is 

extremely important - this system allows 

you to create the image of brands we 

have in our portfolio in a smart and 

uncompromising manner.’

‘Clever Frame® System is an intuitive 

and simple,  and at the same time 

effective solution. Ease of use and 

various possibilities of reconfiguration 

are additional advantages of the product. 

We are pleased to recommend it to other 

users.’

‘CleverFrame® is a well-thought-out, 

innovative and generating savings system. 

We regularly use it at various events, 

customizing the graphics and setting up 

the entire wall appropriately for a specific

event and its venue.’
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